Because fantasy has a special role in the lives of children, the meaning and consequences of fantasy experiences in children's lives are central psychological questions. Although the scientific study of fantasy is in its infancy, it does seem to be the case that children with rich fantasy lives have better self-control and are less likely to be impulsive and overly active than children with impoverished fantasy lives. Cathartic effects of viewing violent dramatic themes in television and films are not likely to occur; in fact, aggressive behavior may be stimulated by exposure to vicarious violence. In this area of psychological research, the challenge to the scientist is to determine combinations of factors that lead to an increase in aggression, conditions that mitigate or eliminate the impact of television violence, and conditions that facilitate a cathartic effect. In this regard, a critical factor is the extent to which a television drama is perceived either as a real event or as a form of make-believe or fantasy. Data indicate that violence on television perceived as fantasy strongly reduces aggression-stimulating effects and may even result in catharsis. Research results also indicate that children who watch a great deal of television are children whose internal fantasies are disturbing. In contrast, children whose fantasies are pleasant and who enjoy engaging in fantasy are children who read. (RH)
Fantasy is common to the lives of all of us, adults and children. We all, in varying degrees, let our minds wander, imagine ourselves as heroes as financial tycoons, as great leaders, great scientists, or great artists or great athletes or great lovers. Sometimes our visions are less noble, and we see ourselves as successfully wreaking vengeance on those who may have exploited, humiliated or otherwise injured us. Fantasy embraces not only these self-generated flights of imagination but it is also reflected in many of our play activities such as games of charades and, even occurs when we sleep, as in our dreams. And of course, a very vital component of our fantasy life are the vicarious experiences that we share when we witness a play, a television dream, a movie, or a Walt Disney cartoon. Indeed, walking through Disneyland is in itself a fantasy experience.

While it is true that fantasy is a universal human activity in which people at all age levels engage, fantasy has a very special role in the lives of children. We may all enjoy fairy tales but it was for children that Hans Christian Andersen invented Thumbelina, the ugly duckling and his other immortal characters. And it was and is for audiences of children that Mickey Mouse, Fantasia, Snow White, and Pinocchio, were intended. It is children who constantly engage in make-believe, in their play and in their conversation, usually to the amusement of their parents and sometimes to their distress. Consequently, although the role of fantasy in the life of adults is an important psychological question, the meaning and consequences of different kinds of fantasy experiences in the lives of children are central psychological questions. We want to know not only the role that fantasy plays in the development of the child but also whether it can be harmful. Whether children's participation...
IN FANTASY ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED, OR WHETHER REWARDING FANTASY BEHAVIOR TENDS TO KEEP THE CHILD IMMATURE, AND THEREFORE FANTASY SHOULD BE DISCOURAGED RATHER THAN FOSTERED.

THESE ARE COMPLEX QUESTIONS THAT ARE NOT EASILY INVESTIGATED AND THAT DO NOT LEND THEMSELVES TO SIMPLE "YES-NO" GENERALIZATIONS. HOWEVER, ALTHOUGH THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF FANTASY IS VERY MUCH IN ITS BEGINNING STAGES, PSYCHOLOGISTS HAVE ACQUIRED SOME KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THIS VAGUE AND AMORPHOUS ACTIVITY THAT IS THEORETICALLY INTERESTING AND MAY BE CLINICALLY USEFUL AS WELL. FROM A THEORETICAL STANDPOINT, FANTASY HAS ALWAYS HAD AN IMPORTANT PLACE IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THOUGHT. FREUD HAD SPECULATED THAT WHEN THE YOUNG INFANT EXPERIENCES A NEED THAT CANNOT BE IMMEDIATELY GRATIFIED; FOR EXAMPLE, THE INFANT MAY BE HUNGRY AND IS NOT IMMEDIATELY FED, THEN IMAGES ARISE- OF A BOTTLE OR BREAST, THAT HELP THE INFANT BRIDGE THE DELAY BETWEEN THE ONSET OF THE HUNGER AND THE ACTUAL FEEDING. THESE EARLY IMAGINING EXPERIENCES PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR THE SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF FANTASY AND THOUGHT THAT HELP THE CHILD CONTROL ITS IMPULSES AND DELAY GRATIFICATION. WHETHER OR NOT FREUD'S SPECULATIONS CONCERNING THE ORIGIN OF FANTASY ARE VALID, IT DOES SEEM TO BE THE CASE THAT CHILDREN WITH RICH FANTASY LIVES, HAVE BETTER SELF-CONTROL AND ARE LESS LIKELY TO BE IMPULSIVE AND OVERLY ACTIVE THAN CHILDREN WITH IMPOVERISHED FANTASY LIVES.

BUT THERE IS ANOTHER ASSUMPTION THAT FREUD MADE REGARDING THE ROLE OF FANTASY-NAMELY THAT FANTASY SERVES AS A SUBSTITUTE MODE OF GRATIFICATION WHEN GRATIFICATION IN THE REAL WORLD IS NOT AVAILABLE; FANTASY THEREBY IS SAID TO DISCHARGE TENSION. THIS IS THE SO-CALLED CATHARSIS HYPOTHESIS, AND THERE IS CURRENTLY A GREAT DEAL OF CONTROVERSY CONCERNING THIS HYPOTHESIS. THE IDEA OF CATHARSIS IS A VERY OLD ONE, DATING BACK TO ARISTOTLE WHO BELIEVED THAT THE ANCIENT GREEK TRAGEDIES HELPED PURGE OR DISCHARGE DISTURBING TENSION IN THE AUDIENCE. ON THE BASIS OF THIS IDEA, CATHARSIS THAT WAS PUT FORTH BY ARISTOTLE AND BY FREUD, IT WAS INFERRED THAT WITNESSING VIOLENT DRAMA, WHETHER IN THE
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Theater, in the movie house, or on television, should help reduce aggressive impulses in the audience. We now know that this expectation is naive, that simply watching a violent film need not reduce aggressive impulses and behavior. In fact, the contrary effect has often been observed, that exposure to violent dramatic themes in television and films can stimulate aggressive behavior. Also, a very frequent finding from naturalistic studies is that exposure to film and TV violence has little or no input on the aggressive behavior of the viewer. Catharsis has been demonstrated in research, but not often.

There clearly are many factors that influence the effects of exposure to violence on the media. The challenge to the scientist is to determine those combinations of factors that lead to an increase in aggression, those that mitigate or eliminate the impact of TV violence and those conditions that facilitate a cathartic effect. In my own research I have found that a very critical factor is the extent to which a television drama is perceived as a real event and the extent to which it is perceived as a form of make-believe or fantasy. Children differ in their discrimination of what is real and what is fantasy on television. Very young children, certainly, find it hard to make these discriminations, in addition to being individual differences in the tendency to perceive the depiction of fictional events on television as real or as fantasy, television dramas vary in their realistic and fictional qualities. Some are so realistically presented that for the viewer, for all intensive purposes, they are depictions of real events. Others in style and content, clearly convert the idea that the dramatic events depicted are made up and belong to the realm of fantasy. Our data indicate that violence on television perceived as fantasy strongly reduces aggression stimulating effects and may even result in catharsis. Studies by other experimenters have consistently shown significantly less aggression in viewers subsequent to their perceiving television violence believed to be fantasy as compared to television violence
BELIEVED TO BE REAL.

THE MOST IMPORTANT IMPLICATION, IN MY JUDGMENT, OF THESE STUDIES IS THAT FANTASY ACTIVITY IS MOST LIKELY TO HAVE POSITIVE EFFECTS FOR THE CHILD'S BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT WHEN THE CHILD MAKES A CLEAR DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE FANTASY WORLD AND THE REAL WORLD. WHEN FANTASY SPILLS OVER INTO REALITY OR, MORE SERIOUSLY, WHEN FANTASY TAKES THE PLACE OF REALITY, IS WHEN ONE HAS TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF FANTASY ACTIVITY. ON THE WHOLE, HOWEVER, FANTASY ACTIVITIES HAVE A BENIGN INFLUENCE ON THE CHILD AND MAY EVEN BE NECESSARY FOR THE CHILD'S PSYCHOLOGICAL GROWTH. IN ADDITION TO THE IMPULSE CONTROL AND POSSIBLE CATHARTIC FUNCTIONS OF FANTASY ON WHICH PSYCHOANALYSIS HAS FOCUSSED, OTHER THEORISTS HAVE POINTED TO THE PROBLEM SOLVING PROPERTIES OF FANTASY—AN ACTIVITY THAT PERMITS ONE TO TRY OUT SAFELY IN ONE'S IMAGINATION AN ALMOST INFINITE VARIETY OF SOLUTIONS TO SOME DIFFICULTY, AND TO THE UTILITY OF FANTASY TO THE CHILD AS A MEANS FOR REHEARSING AND PRACTICING BEHAVIORS THAT HE OR SHE WILL NEED AS ADULTS. CHILDREN, IN THEIR PLAY, HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO ACT OUT ROLES—THAT OF MOTHER, BROTHER, TEACHER, EMPLOYER THAT THEY WILL ASSUME AT A LATER POINT IN THEIR LIVES.

THE EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT, AS THESE THEORETICAL FUNCTIONS SUGGEST, CHILDREN WHO HAVE A VARIED INTERNAL FANTASY LIFE—WHO DAYDREAM, WITHIN LIMITS OF COURSE, WHO PLAY AT MAKE-BELIEVE GAMES, ARE MORE COMPETENT AND BETTER ADJUSTED. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A RICH, INTERNAL FANTASY LIFE AND A FANTASY LIFE THAT IS EXTERNALLY GENERATED BY WATCHING A GREAT DEAL OF TELEVISION OR FREQUENT VISITS TO THE MOVIE THEATRES. ARE THESE TWO FORMS OF FANTASY—INTERNALLY VERSUS EXTERNALLY GENERATED, EQUIVALENT. THE ANSWER IS NO!

WE HAVE ALREADY INDICATED THAT A HEAVY DIET OF TV VIOLENCE CAN HAVE
NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON CHILDREN. More generally, we have found that children who watch a great deal of television are children whose internal fantasies are disturbing—whose daydreams, for example, make them feel guilty or sad or afraid or angry. In contrast, whose fantasies are pleasant, and who enjoy engaging in fantasy are children who enjoy and engage in reading rather than watch many hours of television a day. Can media fantasy exercise a positive role in children's lives? I think the answer is yes. We have already indicated the importance of children fully understanding the fictional nature of films and TV dramas; and experiencing them as fantasy. I would further suggest that films that capture the child's imagination, that give the child a chance to embellish, participate in and contribute to the media experience are likely to have constructive, desirable effects. The great children's films and cartoons have these properties.

As psychologists learn more about fantasy and films, about the mysterious process that permits one, as Coleridge put it, to "engage in the willing suspension of disbelief", while, we might add, still knowing at some level of consciousness that the experience is unreal, we shall be better prepared to assist in creating films that meet the creative and economic needs of writers and producers and the fantasy needs of children.